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A subscale wind tunnel test program for Orion’s conical ribbon drogue parachute is
under development. The desired goals of the program are to quantify aerodynamic
performance of the parachute in the wake of the entry vehicle, including understanding of
the coupling of the parachute and command module dynamics, and an improved
understanding of the load distribution within the textile elements of the parachute. The test
program is ten percent of full scale conducted in a 3x2.1 m (10x7 ft) closed loop subsonic
wind tunnel. The subscale test program is uniquely suited to probing the aerodynamic and
structural environment in both a quantitative and qualitative manner. Non-intrusive
diagnostics, including Particle Image Velocimetry for wake velocity surveys, high speed
pressure transducers for canopy pressure distribution, and a high speed photogrammetric
reconstruction, will be used to quantify the parachute’s performance.
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I. In
ntroduction

T

ment of compuutational tools, motivate the use of sub-scaale test
he cosst of full-scale testing, as weell as advancem
facilitiies and approaches for the design of Eaarth-based decceleration systtems. A subsccale test progrram is
uniquely suited
s
to probiing the aerody
ynamic and sttructural envirronments in both a quantitaative and quallitative
manner. Prrior experiencee and usefulneess of testing subscale
s
paracchutes for extrraterrestrial appplications: Huuygens,
Mars Explloration Rovers (MER), and Mars Science Laboratory (M
MSL); suggestt this approachh is valid and ccan be
applied to the Earth Entry
y paradigm, as well. As such, a subscale tesst program for a conical ribboon drogue paraachute,
in the wake of the comm
mand module (C
CM), is under development
d
foor the Orion Crrew Exploratioon Vehicle Paraachute
Assembly System (CPA
AS). The desirred goals of th
he program arre to quantify aerodynamic performance of the
parachute in the wake of the entry veh
hicle, as well as
a optimizationn of the paracchute in terms of load distribbution,
drag reducction, and dynaamic response.. The final aspect of the stuudy is an assesssment of the systems enginneering
level ben
nefits that th
his approach
h
achieves, including
i
redu
uction in load
d
prediction,, mass allo
ocation, and
d
potential for drag performance
improvemeents.
Traditio
onal
parach
hute
testing
consists off deploying a parachute
p
from
m
an aircraaft at the appropriate
deploymen
nt
condition
ns
with
a
streamline payload test vehicle
v
(PTV),
as shown in
i Figure 1 1,22. This type off
test architeecture allows assessment off the peak infflation load, drrag performannce, and
reefing. Th
his architecturre usually doees
not match
h the aerody
ynamics of a
Figure 1. (Left) Plan
n-form of th
he fullmanned or
o robotic re--entry mission
n,
scale CP
PAS drogue, and (right) CPAS
typically characterized
c
by
b a blunt bod
dy
full-scale drogue fligh
ht test with PT
TV1.
payload. Similarly,
S
dynaamics driven by
b
the blunt body
b
interaction
n are also not captured.
c
Table 1 maps the attributes of currrent parachutee test architecctures to comm
mon test
objectives. In general, subscale tessting provides an aerodynnamic and ddynamic
assessmentt, without loaad qualificatio
on. Full-scale flight tests ooften do not use an
aerodynam
mically representative test veehicle (for blun
nt payloads), aand therefore provide
structural but
b not an accu
urate aerodynam
mic assessmen
nt.
Prior ex
xamples of sub
bscale wind tun
nnel parachute testing are sum
mmarized in T
Table 2. The Viiking Lander m
mission
tested subsscale parachuttes to determin
ne supersonic drag performaance of the fiinal parachute configurationn3. The
Army utiliized a subscalee test program to investigate performance oof cross and qquarter sphericaal parachutes4. MER
utilized sub
bscale subsonic wind tunnel tests
t
to generatte the aero dataabase to quantiify the effect oof changes theyy made
to the nom
minal Viking-ty
ype Disk-Gap--Band (DGB) design (variatiions in band aand gap heightt) 5. MSL condducted
subscale wind
w
tunnel teests to generate datasets to validate CFD
D and FSI coodes and provvide insight innto the
aerodynam
mics of DGB parachutes
p
in supersonic
s
flow
w6. Each of thhese test progrrams used diffferent approacches to
scaling thee parachutes an
nd deployment conditions.
Tablee 1. Qualitative comparison of parachute test architectture attributess.
Test Architecture
A

Structural
Assessment

Parachute
Performance

mic
Aerodynam
wake effectt

Dynamic
Wake
Effect
No

Dynamic
Model
Validation
No

CFD
validation
dataset
No

Cost

Full Scale Flight w/o CM

Yes

Yes

No

Full Scale with CM

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Partial

Partial

High

Subscale Wind
W
Tunnel

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Low

Full Scale Wind Tunnel

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Partial

Partial

Med
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Med

Table 2. Examples of subscale parachute tests.
Parameter
Type
Scale (%)
Do (m)
Mach
q (kPa)

Viking
DGB
10
1.6
0.1-2.6
4.7

Huygens
DGB,CR
--1.6
0.1-1.5
4-6

Army
Cross, Quarter Spherical
--0.3
<0.8
0.015-0.2

MER
DGB
10
1.6
0.3-0.5
1.2

MSL
DGB
3
0.8
2-2.5
4-19

II. Wind Tunnel Testing Considerations
A. Parachute performance
The parachute drag coefficient can be affected by the presence of a blunt-body wake. Knacke compiled the drag
coefficient (CD) loss for several subsonic parachute payload combinations as a function of the payload diameter d
and trailing distance x. It exhibits a logarithmic decay with x/d 7.
1
ln
5

2
5

1

Similarly, the parachute dynamic stability and inflation may be affected by its interaction with the wake core
resulting in failure to inflate, parachute collapse, unsteadiness, and other undesirable motions. An example would be
the CPAS Cluster 2 test, where insufficient trailing distance, a result of capsule dynamics during the flight, likely led
to the programmer chute collapse8.
B. Model Validation
Advances in computational tools and power allow parachute systems to be modeled by computational fluid
dynamic (CFD), fluid structure interaction (FSI), and six-degree of freedom (6DOF) flight mechanics simulations.
Collection of spatially and temporally resolved flow-field data can be used to validate these simulations, enhancing
their fidelity and usefulness in the design process. Time resolved drag and pressure distribution measurements
provide unique insight into textile design drivers, as well as validating membrane solvers and full FSI simulations.
C. Wind Tunnel Test Scaling
Appropriate scaling is a critical part of all wind tunnel tests. Scaling has aerodynamic and fabrication
implications. A inappropriate scaling of the test article can lead to a change in the magnitude of the effective length,
i.e. a Reynolds number effect. Similarly, an inappropriately scaled test can lead to interaction of the test facility
walls which can alter pressure and velocity distribution. Equally important is flow quality, namely steadiness and
angularity which can introduce aerodynamic behavior non-representative of the flight application. From a
fabrication perspective, scaling down a parachute can lead to changes in its inflated shape, stiffness, and porosity,
which must be accounted for. Therefore, test scaling, fabrication, and facility selection must match the specific goals
of the test.
1. Reynolds Number
Representing the wake accurately is essential for capturing the velocity deficit and recovery length, energy
content, and coupling to the parachute flow field. All of these parameters have an effect on parachute pressure
distribution and drag. The Reynolds (Re) number is the measure of the ratio of inertial to viscous forces in the flow.
Re defines the flow regime (laminar or turbulent), which is particularly important for the blunt-body wake.
2
The Orion capsule or command module (CM) is based on a large radius spherical heatshield with a conical aft
body, very similar to Apollo9. Its drag coefficient is a function of Re. The flow is known to be laminar for
Re<1.5x106, therefore, to accurately capture the wake’s effect on the parachute, a subscale test must exceed this
value.
3
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2. Wind Tunnel
T
Blockag
ge
A key parameter for any wind tunn
nel
test is to determine
d
the acceptable lev
vel
of block
kage. Blockaage has tw
wo
componentts, solid and
d wake. So
olid
blockage results from
m the physiccal
reduction in open areea due to the
t
presence of
o the model. Wake blockaage
results from
m the viscous wake formed at
Figurre 2. Combineed effect of soolid and wake blockage effeects on the
the wall induced boun
ndary layer 100.The
presssure coefficien
nt and velocityy 10.
result of blockage
b
is th
hat the flow speed
s
near the model
m
increasess and pressuree decreases (w
with respect to the free stream
m initial condditions), as shoown in
Figure 2. A correlation th
hat is common
nly used is the dynamic presssure correctionn (qcorr), a funcction of the bloockage
area ratio (S
( o/ST )11.
1

1.85

3

A seriies of compu
utational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulatioons were Taable 3. CFD simulation paraameters.
performed to determine the
t effect of wiind tunnel blocckage on the
P
Parameter
V
Value
CM wake and parachute drag. Overflo
ow 2.1y, a Rey
ynolds Averageed Navier
Stokes (RA
ANS) CFD cod
de, was used to
t quantify blo
ockage effects at 1,2,3,4
M
Mach
0.3
and 6% (T
Table 3). The computational
c
grid included
d the wind tunnnel walls,
180

(deg)
CM, and parachute. The
T drogue waas represented by a thin diisk at the
T
(K)
288
inf
projected diameter
d
(4.9 m full scale). The
T disk was 6 d aft of the m
maximum
R
Re
3x106
diameter of
o the CM. A shear stress trransport (SST)) turbulence m
model and
xx/d
6
unsteady flow
fl were used
d. The CM had a smooth, axis-symmetric oouter mold
q
(kPa)
5
line (Fig. 10).
1 The simulaated wind tunn
nel had a 3x2.1 m test sectionn, inviscid
walls, and 5 kPa free-streeam dynamic pressure
p
(q). All
A cases were rrun with a fulll-scale CM, yieelding the corrrect Re
for a 10%
% scale model, and test section dimension
ns scaled accoordingly. This approach wass chosen to seeparate
blockage and
a Re effects in
i the results.
Figure 3 indicates th
he change in drrag as a resultt of 1,2,3,4, annd 6% blockagge. The left figgure shows the drag
coefficientt of the parachu
ute, both in freee-stream and behind the CM
M wake. The eeffect on the w
wake deficit is shown
on the righ
ht. The results indicate that in
n the blockagee range being cconsidered, thee effect on parachute and CM
M drag
and flow fiield is minor an
nd quantifiablee.

Figurre 3. CFD dra
ag coefficient predictions. (Left)
(
Comparrison of paracchute drag diisk with and w
without
the CM
C wake. (Rig
ght) The perceent change in drag
d
due to bllockage.
Figure 4 are contour pllots of q/qinf for the parachutee (disk) only. T
This case was used to generaate the chute aloone
drag variattion due to blocckage. The parrachute’s wake becomes moree truncated andd streamlined w
with increasingg
4
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blockage but
b the cross-strream gradient in dynamic preessure is similaar. Figure 5 aare contour plotts of q/qinf in thhe
pitch planee for the CM with
w the trailing
g parachute. Th
he local q and w
wake width neear the CM chaanges with
increasing blockage. Speecifically the CM
C wake core becomes
b
moree truncated withh increasing bllockage. Howeever,
the overall effect on cano
opy pressure diistribution was minimal (from
m 1% to 6% bloockage).

Figurre 4. Contourrs of normalizzed dynamic pressure
p
(q/qiinf) for the CM
M wake flow field at Re=33x106 at
(from
m left to right) 1,2,3,4, and 6%
% blockage.

Figurre 5. Contourrs of normaliized dynamicc pressure (q//qinf) for the CM and parrachute flow field at
Re=3
3x103 (from lefft to right) 1,2,,3,4, and 6% blockage.
b
5
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III. Teest Program
CM
M Only
JPL Defines
Wind Tunnnel
Test Parameeters

UM
M Wind Tunnel
Test Data
Generated

CFD
Simulations

JPL Independeent
Validation

CF
FD Expert
R
Review
of
V
Validation

Recommended
Code
Modifications

Nominal Drogue
D
with CM
FSI
Simulations

CF
FD Expert
R
Review
of
V
Validation

Recommended
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Modifications

Vaariable Trailing Distance
D
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UW Wind
W
Tunnel
T Data
Test
G
Generated
JPL Definees
Wind Tunnnel
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Validation
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FSI Expertt
Review off
Validationn

Reecommended
Code
M
Modifications
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FSI
Simulations

FSI
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JPL

Figure 6. Subscale prrogram architecture mappiing computatiional validatioon goals to
test prog
grams.

CFD
FSI
Minnesota
Wichita

A test and analysis program
p
architecture was deeveloped, as ddetailed in Figuure 6. The arcchitecture relies on a
computatio
onal componen
nt, including CFD simulation
ns to compute tthe CM turbuleent wake and llater FSI simullations
to predict the parachutee load and dy
ynamic reponsse.
The progrram is divided
d into three phases:
p
(1) CM
M
alone, (2) CM with the parachute,
p
and (3) variation in
i
trailing disstance between
n the CM and parachute.
p
Eacch
phase buillds in aerodyn
namic and tesst configuratio
on
complexity
y. Each phasee also builds on
o the previou
us
one in term
ms of code dev
velopment and validation. Th
he
first phasee is first con
nducted at thee Univeristy of
o
Minnesota where the Particle Imag
ge Velocimetrry
(PIV) diag
gnostic is to be
b developed in a laboratorry
wind tunel. The second
d phase then transitions to a
larger 3x2.1 m (10x7 ftt) facility wheere a 10% scaale
CM wake is tested, wiith and withou
ut a 10% scale
drogue parrachute. The phase
p
3 will explore
e
differen
nt
trailing distances of thee parachute behind
b
the CM
M.
CFD is prrovided by the Johnson Spacce Center (JSC
C)
Figurre 7. 3x2.1 m test sectioon wind tunn
nel
with the Overflow
O
RANS solver12 and
d FSI by Univeersity
layou
ut indicating CM, parachu
ute, laser sheeet,
of Minnesota with the US3D
U
Detached Eddy Simulation
cameera placementt (in CM diam
meters).
(DES) mem
mbrane solver13.
A. Test Objectives
O
The prrimary objectiv
ves are to (1)) quantify cap
psule wake uppstream of thhe parachute, (2) quantify ddrogue
parachute performance in
i the wake, (3)
( quantify drrogue parachuute inflation inn the wake, (44) quantify efffect of
drogue traiiling distance on
o performance, (5) generatee datasets to vaalidate CFD/FS
SI tools for CPAS, and (6) m
measure
the pressurre distribution within
w
the paraachute.
B. Test Fa
acility
Severall facilities werre surveyed to
o provide the required
r
blockkage for the drrogue subscalee test. Parametters of
interest arre test section
n size, open versus
v
closed loop, maxim
mum q, opticaal access, andd cost. Our sppecific
requiremen
nts on the testt facility weree driven by ob
btaining simil arity with Re number (>1.55x106) and dyynamic
pressure (4
4.8 kPa) of th
he CPAS drog
gue flight and
d sufficient opptical access foor the non-inttrusive measurrement
6
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techniquess to be discusssed next. A ran
nge, from 9% to 20% of fuull scale, was ddeemed feasibble from a parachute
manufacturability, imagee resolution, and
a flow seediing perspectiv e. Table 4 sum
mmarizes a raange of wind tunnel
facilities th
hat met our baasic requiremeents and the asssociated scaliing with each.. The TAMU 3x2.1 m, openn loop
facility waas selected and
d the correspon
nding test secttion layout shoown in Figure 7. The added cost of the vaariable
pressure faacilities and low
w dynamic pressure of the Veertical Spin Tuunnel (VST) eliiminated thosee options.
Tab
ble 4. Subsoniic wind tunnell survey and scaling.
Tun
nnel

Unitary14

14
Unitary
U

Unitary14

VST155

Beech16,

Nicks17

my18
Arm

Location

GRC

GRC
G

Testt Section (m)
Varriable
Presssure

3x2.1
Yes

4.6x2.7
4
No
N

GR
RC

LaRC

Wichita

TAMU

ARC
C

AEDC

2.4x
x1.8
No

1.8x1..8
No

3x2.1
No

3x2.1
No

3x2.1
No

4.9x4.9
Yes

Scalle (%)

14

17
1

10

20

10

11

12

23

3.9

4.6
4

3.9

1.9

2.9

3.7

4

4

TS Area
A
(m )

9.3

12.5
1

4.5

37.2

6.5

6.5

6.5

24

TS Length
L
(m)

12.2

12.2
1

4.6

7.6

3.7

5.5

6.1

12

Re (x10
(
)

8

4

7

1

3

6

6

7

Max
x Q (kPa)

7

3

24

0

5

5

10

19

Blocckage (%)
2

6
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C. Test Article

16T19

T
Table 5. Subsccale drogue paarachute prop
perties1.

Parameter
A ten percent scalee model of thee CPAS variaable porosity
conical rib
bbon (VPCR) drogue
d
parachu
ute is being fab
bricated with
Parachute Tyype
a geometry
y scaled from the flight articcle to the maxiimum extent
Do (m)
possible. Key
K parameterss are shown in
n Table 5 and compared to
Number of G
Gores
the full-scaale article 1. Th
he canopy willl have 24 goress, to ensure a
Number of R
Ribbons
similar infl
flated shape to the
t flight articlle7. The numbeer of ribbons
Geometric P
Porosity
and spacin
ng between thee ribbons will vary,
v
although maintaining
x/d
the same overall
o
geometrry porosity of 19%. A prelim
minary stress
Ls/Do
analysis was
w performed to size the bro
oadloom, suspension lines,
Reefing
Stagges
radials, an
nd verticals. The
T
canopy is made from Nylon and
6
Re
(x10
)
suspension
n lines and vertticals from Speectra.
q
(kPa)
To red
duce the comp
plexity of maanufacture, a laser
l
cutting
M
approach was used to create the geometry
g
poro
osity, as an
alternative to individual ribbons. The laser cut gore is shown in
Figure 8. The
T parachute will also accommodate 10 pressure
p
sensorrs, 5
on each off two radials, each sewn to the radial. Th
he interface to the
wind tunneel hardware will be via a textiile link and sw
wivel.

Fu
ull
Scale
VP
PCR
7
224
555
19..2%
6
1.5
2
3--10
1.44-8
0.1--0.7

Subscale
VPC
CR
0.77
244
522
19%
%
6-110
1.55
2
1-5
1.4-44.8
0.1-0.3

D. Diagno
ostics
Severall diagnostics were
w
reviewed and assessed with the intent
ntion
of enhancin
ng physical inssight into the flow-field.
f
Theey are summariized
in Table 6 Minimization
n of aerodynam
mic interferencce and high spaatial
v
dataaset.
resolution is critical to generating a high quality validation
Depending
g on the flu
uid dynamicss of interestt, time resollved
measuremeents are also off tremendous value
v
to capturee transient effeects,
turbulent statistics,
s
and dynamic behaavior. Our asseessment led uss to
select PIV
V, Kullites, and photogram
mmetry, as they
y provide the
least intrusive and high quantitative value
v
of the set.
s They also
Figure 8. ((Left) Subscalle parachute laaser cut
7
gore show
wn next to golff ball for scalee. (Right)
Americcan Institute off Aeronautics aand Astronauti
Geometryyics
of Subscale O
Orion CM.

share succeessful demonsttration in a sim
milar environmeent from past N
NASA parachuute developmennts20.
1. Particlle Image Velocimetry
Tab
ble 6. Diagnosttics survey forr wind tunnel testing.
spatially
PIV is a non-intrusive,
n
resolved optical meaasurement
Pressu
ure
Dyynamic
Wakee
Diagnostic
D
Drag
Stress
technique that provid
des three
Distribu
ution
Deficiit
Cooupling
componentts of velocity
y in the
X
X
PIV
P
region of interrogation. The flow
X
Anemometer
A
X
X
PSP
P
is seeded with particles (mineral
X
X
X
Kullites
K
oil) and a laser light sheet is
X
X
Strain
S
Sensor
inserted into the reegion of
X
X
B
interest. The light is refflected by Balance
X
X
Load
L
Cell
the seed and
a stereo imaging is
X
X
X
Photogrammetr
P
ry
used to traack the particlle motion
and compu
ute velocity com
mponents with
h image cross correlation softw
ware.
The PIV diagnostic development
d
iss being led by the Universityy of
Minnesota (UM). In thee first phase, a 1/15 scale CM
C model willl be
fabricated for the UM 0.9x1.2 m (3x4 ft) wind tunneel and interrogaated
with PIV. Several anglles of attack will
w be considered and a Ree of
3x105 achiieved. Stereo PIV data sets (planar field
ds including thhree
velocity co
omponents) wiill be acquired
d at fixed locations downstreeam
of the mod
del. The data will
w be derived from streamwise/vertical plaanes
located up to 6d downstream of the model.
m
Mean and
a RMS velo city
statistics will
w be obtain
ned, in additio
on to analysiss of typical e ddy
structures within the in
nstantaneous fiields. In parrticular, the R
RMS
values pro
ovide insight into the frequeency content and
a magnitudee of
unsteadineess of the flow.
In thee second phaase, PIV meeasurements will
w
be obtaiined
downstream
m of the 10%
% scale CM without and with
w
a parachhute
deployed in the 3x2.1 m wind tunnel faaciliy. The imp
plementation too be
used in thee drogue test is shown in Figures
F
7 and 9.
9 Again, the two
cameras sttereo configuration to obtain
n planar fieldss with three vvelocity
Figgure 9. Scheematic of a PIV
componentts will be used
d. A pressurizzed air source and upstream
m tunnel
win
nd tunnel laayout indicaating
port accesss for tracer paarticle seeding will be requirred. As with P
Phase I,
laser sheet, axxial interrogaation
most of thee data will be derived
d
from sttream-wise/verrtical planes lo cated 4
reggion, and test aarticle.
to 6 d dow
wnstream of thee model includ
ding mean, RM
MS, velocity sttatistics
and instanttaneous eddy structures.
nt
2. Pressurre Measuremen
High speed
s
pressuree transducers from Kullite
are to bee placed on the canopy interior.
i
The
transducer layout is show
wn in Figure 10
021. Each unit
is less than
n 1.6 x 4.7 mm,
m weighs 0.2
2 grams, and
provides a 0 to 5 psid raange. The avionics package
(amplifier)) is located dow
wnstream of th
he transducer,
to reduce the point mass
m
on the canopy.
c
Five
Kullites will
w be placed
d on each of two radials
located 90 deg apart, sew
wed to the cano
opy radial on
a Delrin baaseplate.

Figure 100. Schematic oof Kullite higgh speed presssure
transduceer indicating sensor head,, reference tu
ube,
mounting,, and cable21.

hute Dynamics
3. Parach
Two high speed video cameras will be used to
measure th
he parachute dynamics
d
and shape. Reflecctive targets w
will be placed on the canopyy interior, vennt, and
leading edg
ge enabling ph
hotogrammetricc post-processiing of area, shaape, trim angle, and angular rrates.

8
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4. Load
A 1000-lb inline load celll will measure parachute drag
g at >5 kHz too capture load ttransients and frequency conttent.
E. Test Matrix
M
The plaanned test matrrix is shown in
n Table 7. The first portion oof the test matrrix will measurre the wake froom the
CM alone with PIV. Thiss is done to com
mpare with thee initial PIV deevelopment at tthe University of Minnesota tunnel
and to asseess the usefuln
ness of adding trip dots and/o
or grit to force the transition to turbulence around the CM
M. The
remainder of the test maatrix will be used
u
to exploree aerodynamicc dependenciess of the flow field by varyiing Re
(dynamic pressure).
p
Non
n-dimensional trailing distan
nces from 6 to 10 will be exxplored to deteermine the efffect on
wake recov
very and couplling to the paraachute flow. Th
he CM angle o f attack will allso be varied upp to 50 degrees from
the nominaal, by a speciaally fitted interrface mount (F
Figure11). Reeefing will alsoo be investigatted in the conttext of
configuratiion and aerody
ynamic respon
nse. Some conffigurations willl be fitted witth Kullites to measure the ccanopy
pressure att 10 distinct loccations, yieldin
ng the first meaasurement of thhis type for a cconical ribbon canopy. The cooncept
of operatio
ons for the tesst is PIV, follo
owed by high speed video. L
Load and presssure transduceer measuremennts are
that undergo a dis-reefing, a PIV measurem
made contiinuously. For configurations
c
ment will only be made for thhe first
stage, due to the downloaad time from th
he cameras.
Table
T
7. Planned matrix for the subscale d
drogue wind ttunnel test.
Teest
A
B
C
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Configu
uration

Kullites

CM only
wake
w
survey

CM with
w
Parach
hute

No
one
No
one
No
one
No
one
Yes
No
one
Yes
No
one
No
one
Yes

IV. Sy
ystems Engineering Beneffits

Do
(m)

x/d


(degg)

------0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8

------6
6
6
6
6
8
8
10
10
10

1800
1500
1300
1800
1800
1500
1300
1300
1800
1800
1800
1300
1800

qinf
(Pa)
50
50-100
100
100
50-100
50-100
50-100
50-100
100
100
100

Free-streaam
Direction
n

Remax
(Pa)
2x105

6x105

Reefing
------No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

The fin
nal aspect of th
he study is a survey
s
of
the system
ms level beneffits that this approach
a
achieves, including reduction in
n load
prediction,, mass allocattion, and poteential for
drag perforrmance improv
vements, as weell as risk
mitigation for a full-scalee development..
utes are typically designeed with
Parachu
design utilization factors in excess of 2 due to a
Figure 11. Pitc h plane anglees of the CM too be investigaated
combinatio
on of textile, en
nvironmental, and load
in
n the subscalle test progrram are (from
m left to rigght)
distribution
n knock-down
n factors7. In addition,
=180, 150, 1300 deg. 180 degg is the nomin
nal direction w
with
canopy stress is based on
n an unknown pressure
th
he heat shield pointing into the flow.
distribution
n, and peak loaad on a drag co
oefficient
measured in the wake of a stream-liined test
vehicle. In
n the wake of a blunt body payload drag is typically rreduced due too flow separattion upstream of the
parachute. Similarly, pressure distributiion is likely no
ot uniform. If thhese factors caan be better quaantified, the noominal
b more accurrately calculatted, and incorp
rporated into tthe textile sizing. A reducttion in
stress distrribution can be
broadloom
m weight or susspension or risse line diameteers, can lead too a reduction inn mass and voolume for the ooverall
parachute system.
s
From typical
t
sizing factors
f
this cou
uld translate intto a 10 to 20%
% reduction in m
mass.
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In addition to decreasing steady state drag, aerodynamic interactions with the payload may also create transients
and load overshoots that need to be factored into the textile sizing. Without a quantification of these transients, the
parachute designer has little choice but to add additional qualitative margin. The result is a sizing that is not mass
optimized, and perhaps insufficient. Quantifying the true flight environment ultimately reduces risk in the
development phase. Similarly, a mature basis for the mass allocation reduces the potential for future mass and
volume growth, critical to entry and recovery systems.

V. Conclusion
A subscale test program to measure the Orion drogue performance is underway. The program will measure the
spatially and temporally resolved velocity field upstream of the parachute with PIV, pressure distribution inside of
the canopy with transducers, parachute dynamics with high speed video, and time resolved drag with a load cell. A
test facility and diagnostics suite have been selected to this end. A quantitative approach to the test design that
utilizes CFD to design the experiment has been implemented. Simulations of the test configuration have been
performed to provide load estimates for tunnel support hardware and an acceptable level of blockage. Ten percent
scale test articles are under fabrication using a novel laser cutting approach to provide maximize similarity to the
full-scale inflated shape and geometric porosity. A test matrix that explores trailing distance, Re, and CM angle of
attack will provide new insight into the CPAS drogue performance.
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